Cell division in many eukaryotes is driven by a ring containing actin and myosin. While much is known 19 about the main proteins involved, the precise arrangement of actin filaments within the contractile 20 machinery, and how force is transmitted to the membrane remains unclear. Here we use cryosectioning and 21 cryo-focused ion beam milling to gain access to cryo-preserved actomyosin rings in Schizosaccharomyces 22 pombe for direct three-dimensional imaging by electron cryotomography. Our results show that straight, 23 overlapping actin filaments, running nearly parallel to each other and to the membrane, form a loose bundle 24 of approximately 150 nm in diameter that "saddles" the inward-bending membrane at the leading edge of 25 the division septum. The filaments do not make direct contact with the membrane. Our analysis of the actin 26 filaments reveals the variability in filament number, nearest-neighbor distances between filaments within 27 the bundle, their distance from the membrane and angular distribution with respect to the membrane. 28 29
Introduction
produce thin sections or lamellae suitable for ECT analysis. In this study, ~200-nm wide bundles of 61 straight, overlapping F-actin were seen "saddling" the septum, but no direct contact between filaments and 62 the membrane were observed over 3 µm of total AMR circumference. 3D segmentations of the filaments 63 and membrane allowed for quantitative analysis of the average filament length and number per ring, their 64 persistence length, nearest neighbor distances between filaments as well as between filaments and the 65 membrane. Additionally, the angular distribution of filaments and spatial distribution of filament ends were 66 analyzed. Due to the novelty of the methods and three-dimensional nature of data presented, we urge the 67 reader to first watch Movie S1 for a visual summary of both the methods and main results. 68 69 70
Results

71
ECT of S. pombe division sites 72
To enrich for cells undergoing cytokinesis, we synchronized cells of a temperature sensitive mutant of S. 73 pombe (cdc25-22 rlc1-3GFP) expressing a GFP-tagged regulatory light chain of myosin (Rlc1-3GFP). 74
Transient inactivation of the mitotic inducer phosphatase Cdc25p is a commonly employed approach for 75 synchronization (6, 8, 9) , and a detailed characterization of this mutant can be found in the supplementary 76 information ( Fig. S1 and Experimental Methods). The use of cdc25-22 rlc1-3GFP allowed us to monitor 77 the formation of fluorescent cytokinesis nodes and their coalescence into a continuous fluorescent ring near 78 the middle of each cell's length. Once a majority of the rings had begun to contract ( Fig. 1A ; Movie S1 at 79 0:18), cells were vitrified and thinned by either cryosectioning or cryo-FIB milling. Cryosections (top of 80 Fig. 1B , Movie S1 at 0:46) and cryo-FIB milled lamellae (bottom of Fig. 1B ; Movie S1 at 1:15) were 81 inspected in a cryo-transmission electron microscope (TEM), and division sites with a visible septum were 82 targeted for tilt-series collection and tomographic reconstruction ( Fig. 1B-E ; Movie S1 at 1:50). 83
84
In total, ~80 tomograms of division sites were generated, and filamentous structures were distinguishable at 85 the leading edge of the division septum in all of them. Sections cut or milled, simply called sections from 86 now on, through the division plane nearer to the central region of the ring produced transverse cross-87 sections of the contractile ring with putative actin filaments running at small angles with respect to the 88 electron beam. From this perspective, a cluster of densities (or spots) was identifiable near the front edge of 89 the septum (Fig. 1D ; Fig. 2A-B ; SI Appendix/ Fig. S2 ) in tomographic slices (slices of the 3D 90 reconstruction). Scrolling up and down along the Z-axis of these tomograms revealed that these spots were 91 cross-sections through filaments that typically traversed the thickness of the entire section, though some of 92 them terminate within the section (see Movie S1 at 2:29 and red dots in Movie S2 or Fig. 4B ). Note that 93 while small dense spots corresponding to globular proteins were also seen throughout the cytoplasm, they 94
were not continuous across multiple slices. In seven cases, more tangential sections through a region near 95 indicating the dots are cross-sections of filaments. In (C) where the cells were treated with LatA, the collection of dots and streak dividing S. pombe to ensure its presence in the tomograms ( Fig. 3 ; Movie S1 at 3:02). Using the same GFP-133 tagged regulatory light chain of myosin II (Rlc1-3GFP), all septa seen in the cryosections (five total), by 134 fluorescence cryomicroscopy, correlated with bright GFP puncta ( Fig. 3A & D) , suggesting that myosin II 135 is present in all of our sections through the AMR. Additionally, tomograms collected on these septa 136 appeared identical to all of our previous tomograms with only F-actin filaments obviously visible ( Fig. 3E ). 
149
Analysis of the F-actin Bundle 150
General Characteristics 151
To analyze AMR filament bundles and their relationship to the membrane, 22 near-to-transverse sections 152 through the AMR (as in Fig. 3E ) were segmented as shown in Figure 4 . The plasma membranes were 153 segmented by hand, while the central line of each actin filament was segmented computationally using an 154 actin-segmentation algorithm within the Amira software package (10). Using these 3D segmentations, we 155 counted the number of filaments in each tomogram. On average there were 34 (SD = 12) filaments per 156 bundle cross-section with individual numbers ranging between 14 and 60 filaments ( Fig. 5 ), which was 157 largely compatible with quantitative fluorescence microscopy that estimated there would be ~50 filaments 158 per ring cross-section (11). The majority of filaments traversed the entire thickness of the tomographic 159 section, but many filament ends were visible as well (arrowheads in Fig. 4B ; Movies S2 and S4). From 160 these 3D segmentations, it was obvious that the cross-sectional boundary of the filament bundle and the 161 distribution of filaments within the bundle varied ( Fig. 5 ). A few tomograms from different sections 162 through the same cell were generated (five pairs marked by asterisks in Fig. 5 ). While the numbers of 163 filaments were the same in one pair ( and individual filaments did not adhere to rigid lateral constraints like those observed in the sarcomere of 168 muscle (12). In nearly half the cases (10 of 22), the filaments within the bundle cross-section could be 169 divided into "sub-bundles" (SI Appendix/ Fig. S6 ; Movie S3) separated by gaps at least 22 nm wide, which 170 is too far apart to be connected by either the fission yeast actin crosslinker α-actinin or fimbrin (we 171 estimated the length of S. pombe α-actinin to be 22 nm by combining the length of two actin-binding 172 domains (5 nm each) and two spectrin repeats (6 nm each) estimated from the PDB structure 4D1E). It's 173 probable that these sub-bundles are actually cross-linked to the AMR in the regions of the ring above or 174 below our ~200-nm thick sections, and it's also possible that other longer actin-crosslinkers connect these 175 sub-bundles. Based on the number of filament ends and the thickness of the tomographic sections we estimated that the 186 average length of the filaments was 910 nm (SD = 550 nm) and on average there were 285 filaments in the 187 ring (SD = 180). Note that this calculation depends on the assumption that the protein distribution is 188 uniform around the ring and therefore the filament bundle in each section was representative of the ring. 189
Next, we calculated the ring diameter to determine how these factors depend on the stage of constriction, 190 but as the ring diameter varied we did not see a clear trend in either the average filament length nor the total 191 number of filaments in the ring ( Fig. 6A & B) . The ring diameter calculation could not be done for six 192 segmented tomograms ( Fig. 5 Q-V) due to a lack of corresponding low-magnification images. 193 Appendix/ Fig. S5 ) it appeared that all bundles were composed mainly of straight filaments running nearly 205 parallel to one another. This was quantitatively verified by calculating the straightness of each actin 206 filament as the ratio of its end-to-end distance to its contour length (see schematic in SI Appendix/ Fig.  207 S8A), which revealed a narrow distribution of values between 0.97 and 1 ( Fig. 6C ). Alternatively, a 208 persistence length of ~ 5 µm was calculated from the tomographic data ( Fig. 6D ), which is half that of free 209 F-actin at ~ 10 µm (13), but more than large enough to appear straight in the ~200-nm thick sections 210 produced for this study. 211 212 Next, by representing each filament as a chain of beads, we calculated the distances between all the beads 213 in the bundle except for those pairs that are part of the same filament. The nearest neighbor distance was 214 then determined for every bead along every filament, and the combined data from all 22 tomograms 215 produced a peak that came on sharply at 12 nm and fell off more gradually out to ~50 nm ( Fig. 6E) , 216
suggesting that most filaments are cross-linked within the bundle. Our analysis was based on center-to-217 center measurements between filaments, which means that the sharp drop-off below 12 nm translates into a 218 minimum distance of only 4.5 nm between two 7.5 nm-thick filaments. Note that these measurements are in 219 large agreement with an estimate of ~15 nm based on quantitative fluorescence microscopy (11). 220
221
Finally, in a perfectly parallel bundle of continuous filaments, the nearest neighbor filament should remain 222 the same throughout a filament's length. However, when we calculated and plotted the number of distinct 223 nearest neighbor filament-partners for each individual F-actin, we found that individual filaments often had 224 multiple nearest neighbor partners along their length, with a range between 1 and 6, and a peak at 2 ( The interface between the bundle and the membrane is of particular importance, because force from the 241 ring's generated tension needs to be transmitted to the ingressing membrane. To better understand this 242 interface, we quantitatively characterized the spatial relationship between the filament bundle and the 243 membrane. First, we calculated the distance between filaments and the membrane by dividing each 244 filament into 20-nm segments and calculating the distance from the midpoint of each segment to the 245 membrane (see schematic in SI Appendix/ Fig. S8B ). The combined histogram of all 22 tomograms shows a 246 broad peak between 10 and 150 nm, with a mean value of ~60 nm ( Fig. 7A ), which produces a bundle size 247 Appendix/ Fig. S8B ). When the combined measurements from all 22 tomograms were plotted as a 264 histogram ( Fig. 6C ) it showed that nearly all filaments make small angles, with the peak at 2°, and an 265 average of 7.8° across a range from 0° to ~50°, with the majority falling below 20°. It is not clear what 266 governs the angle of the filaments, but to test whether it was a function of the filament's distance from the 267 membrane, we plotted the angle vs distance and it revealed no correlation ( Fig. 7D) . 268 269
The Gap 270
There is an obvious gap between the filament bundle and the membrane, but it was difficult with our 271 current data to make out any regular structures within this region, regardless of the defocus of the specific 272 tomogram or the thickness of the virtual slice used to view the data. Denoising the tomograms by non-273 linear anisotropic diffusion (NAD) filtering did not help reveal any regular, interpretable structures within 274 the gap either. Occasionally, a thin density extending from the membrane could be seen, but was either 275 difficult to distinguish from noise or it was rare and unlikely to be responsible for linking the ring to the 276 membrane. The gap did not contain any visible ribosomes, while many were easily seen elsewhere in the 277 cytoplasm, suggesting they are specifically excluded or blocked via steric hindrance from the F-actin or 278 other molecules occupying the gap. Here we have presented the first pictures of cryo-preserved AMRs, obtained by ECT of cryosectioned or 290 cryo-FIB-milled S. pombe cells. General dimensions of the ring, measured by ECT, were in agreement with 291 previous EM data from plastic sections of S. pombe (5), and from fluorescence imaging (11, 14) . However, 292 the direct imaging of cryo-preserved cells and the three-dimensional nature of electron cryotomography 293 lead to a more detailed understanding of how individual actin filaments are arranged within the ring and 294 their spatial relationship to the membrane. 295 296
Comparison with previous thin-section EM studies 297
We were surprised by how different the results were from those reported in the previous EM study of 298 spheroplasted, permeabilized, and serially-sectioned cells (6). Apparently, the harsh treatments in the 299 previous study failed to preserve even gross AMR dimensions, since the pre-constriction rings were 300 reported to be ~2.5 µm in diameter, which is only about half of the ~4.5 µm one would expect from the 301 diameter of fission yeast. Furthermore, rings from spheroplasted and permeabilized cells were both 10 302 times wider along the cell's long axis (based on the thickness and number of serial sections used for 303 reconstruction) and 2-3 times thicker (based on the scale bar shown) (6). The number of filaments in the 304 ring seen here and the previous study also differed significantly: 14-60 filaments per cross-section in 305 vitrified cells versus ~60-180 in the plastic sections (our estimate based on the total number of filaments 306 reported, their average length, and the ring diameter) (6). It is difficult to know, with certainty, why such 307 large discrepancies exist, but given the treatment needed to decorate intracellular F-actin with myosin S1 308 fragments (cell wall digestion and detergent-permeabilization), it is plausible that the AMRs are no longer 309 under tension because turgor pressure is lost, or that the structure was altered when other binding proteins 310 (especially myosin) were competed away by the myosin S1 fragments. Additionally, membrane 311 permeabilization was conducted in the presence of the actin stabilizing molecule phalloidin, which is 312 known to promote actin polymerization (15) and could account for the increased amount of F-actin in the 313 serial-sectioned rings. 314
315
Comparing our ECT results with ultrastructural data from sections of plastic-embedded animal cells (16-316 18), they share a variety of structural similarities, such as the alignment of filaments parallel to the division 317 plane. In terms of ring dimensions, the ~200-nm thickness of AMRs in animal cells (16, 17) is largely 318 compatible with the thickness measured in our ECT data from fission yeast. As expected, however, the 319 width of the AMR in animal cells is commensurate with its much larger division furrow, which results in 320
AMRs that are many microns in width (16, 17). In the cleavage furrow of sea urchin eggs the ring was 321 described as a uniform band of circumferentially-aligned filaments (16), however, multiple small bundles 322 of actin were observed in HeLa cells (17). These differences might represent natural variation in AMR 323 architecture across cell types or perhaps reflect different preparation methods, but it is possible that the 324 single bundle seen here in yeast by ECT represents some basic unit for cell contractility. To this point, the 325 dimensions of the individual bundles described in HeLa cells (~150 nm in diameter) and their average 326 number of filaments in cross-section (25 filaments) (17) reasonably fit our ECT data of AMRs in S. pombe 327 (~100 to 200-nm thickness with 34 filaments on average). Short 13-nm wide filaments, presumed to be 328 myofilaments, were described in HeLa cell AMR bundles, however, and no such myofilament was seen in 329 our tomograms. 330
331
While there is a remarkable conservation in the cytokinetic genes of S. pombe and animal cells (19), and 332 some of the differences in ring dimensions between fission yeast and animal cells are simply due to 333 differences in cell size, there are also fundamental differences in the way rings assemble and function in S. 334 pombe compared to animal cells. For instance, S. pombe have a cell wall that provides cell rigidity and 335 shape in the presence of high turgor pressure. There is evidence that cell wall growth in fission yeast 336 actively contributes to constriction force, and is required to generate forces large enough to counter the 337 outward force of turgor pressure (20). Animal cells, in contrast, depend on internal cytoskeletal 338 reinforcement to maintain shape (21), and also have a branched actin cortex linked to the cytoplasmic face 339 of the plasma membrane, unlike yeast. Currently, evidence suggests that AMRs in animal cells are formed 340 from remodeling this cortical actin, which is already present at, and linked to, the membrane (18, 22) . 341
Direct 3D imaging by ECT in a range of cell types will be required to compare the properties and intrinsic 342 variability of AMR structures in different systems. 343
344
The structure of myosin II in S. pombe actomyosin ring 345
Our current ECT data was not able to resolve the structure of myosin motors in the AMR, but correlative 346 fluorescence data (Fig. 3) showed that myosin was present in our tomograms, suggesting that neither 347 myosin II isoform in S. pombe (Myo2p or My2p) forms the 30-nm thick myofilaments known to exist in 348 muscle sarcomeres (23). This is a simple logical deduction from the fact that such myofilaments were 349 readily distinguishable in transverse cryosections through vitrified muscle in previous studies (24). The the AMR, meaning a subset of the filaments seen could be myosin minifilaments. We currently favor the 357 interpretation that all the filaments we saw were F-actin, however, because no clusters of myosin heads, 358 like those observed in vitro (25, 26), were seen. It is possible, however, that such details were obscured by 359 the relatively close packing of filaments in the bundle. 360 361
Crosslinking in the bundle 362
Even though we could not confidently identify the physical connections between filaments in the bundle, 363
the relatively tight packing of the filaments suggests that actin crosslinkers were present. Nearest neighbor 364 distance analysis resulted in a peak at 12 nm, corresponding to a gap of 4.5 nm between the 7.5 nm-thick 365 filaments. This distance is much shorter than both fimbrin and α-actinin, two known actin crosslinkers that 366 are present in the ring (27), but it's possible that some unknown crosslinkers of ~ 4.5 nm length may also 367 be present in the ring. It's also possible that the tension between filaments, generated by myosin, pulled the 368 filaments as close as they could be to one another, given the flexibility of longer actin cross-linkers like α-369 actinin and fimbrin. 370 371
Connecting the AMR to the membrane 372
A major question that still remains is how the AMR transfers contractile force to the membrane during 373 constriction? Our tomograms revealed a clear gap between the bundle and the membrane with no obvious 374 connecting densities between the actin filaments and the membrane. Additionally, over 3 µm of cumulative 375 AMR length, no actin filaments made direct contact with the membrane. That being said, it seems highly 376 likely that there is some physical connection between the bundle and the membrane or it would not stay 377 localized to the tip of the ingressing septum, nor would its cross-sectional shape saddle the curved edge of 378 the septum with such consistency, as in our observations. 379
380
The most obvious potential contact points between the ring and membrane are the cytokinetic nodes that 381 function to recruit and move the major components of the AMR to the division plane during assembly (14, 382 28-30). These nodes are membrane bound and they contain Myo2p, which interacts with F-actin directly. 383
They have been shown to persist within the ring during constriction by super-resolution live cell 384 fluorescence (14). There are ~140 nodes per cell, so even assuming the largest diameter ring in our 385 experiments (4.0 µm) there would still be one node every 90 nm of AMR on average. That means we 386 would have captured 1-3 nodes per tomogram (100-300 nm thick). If nodes concentrate as the cell 387 constricts then we would have captured even more in our tomograms. could account for the gap we see between the F-actin bundle and the membrane. It could be that during 403 constriction the nodes became so densely packed that individual node assemblies could not be 404 distinguished in the cryotomograms, but the gap between the filament bundle and the membrane appears 405 more similar to the cytoplasmic background than a region packed tightly with protein. Also, statistical 406 analysis of 20x20x100 voxel subvolumes from within the gap showed only a 10% increase in the mean 407 pixel value compared to cytoplasm in the same tomogram. Another possibility is that nodes are not so well-408 ordered, nor stable during constriction and they become more "fluid", repeatedly breaking apart and 409 reassembling under competing forces from Myo2p motors connected to the node and the AMR. This kind 410 of instability would make for a very heterogeneous and disordered protein distribution in the gap, which 411 would be consistent with the density seen in the tomograms. 412
413
Another possibility is that the distribution of protein mass within the nodes is significantly different than 414 the model presented by Laplante et al., and the bulk of the protein is, for instance, distributed more evenly 415 along the surface of the membrane, making it difficult to detect by ECT. In this case, it would be feasible 416 to think the filament bundle is tethered to the membrane along its length by protein linkers that are simply 417 too thin to be resolved in a cryotomogram, which typically attain 3-4 nm resolution (7). This linker would 418 need to be at least ~27 nm long to connect the bundles in the AMR to the membrane directly, because that 419 is the average nearest distance between the membrane and the closest filament in each of the 22 tomograms 420 analyzed (SI Appendix/ Fig. S7 ). Again, the most viable candidate that meets these requirements is Myo2p, 421 which was suggested by fluorescence microscopy studies of ring assembly to exist as a unipolar myosin 422 (14, 30), and aptly, its coiled-coil tail would have been difficult to resolve in our tomograms. Interestingly, 423
Myo2p is essential for cytokinesis in S. pombe (31, 32), even in mutant strains where the motor activity of 424
Myo2p has been greatly reduced (33), suggesting that it plays a critical role in some other function, such as 425 linking the AMR to the membrane. 426
427
The node protein formin Cdc12p nucleates and elongates unbranched F-actin from its plus-end (34). Much 428 of the actin in the ring is Cdc12p-derived (35, 36), so it has been proposed that actin filaments might 429 remain engaged with node-bound Cdc12p at their plus ends, thus connecting filaments to the membrane 430 (14, 30). This arrangement is logically satisfying, because myosin II walks preferentially toward the actin 431 plus-end, meaning that any myosin II motor bound to the filament would be putting tension on the 432 membrane. Our tomographic data does not support a model where most filament ends are engaged with 433 node-bound Cdc12, because given that there are 2-4 Cdc12 dimers per node (35, 37), 20-60% of filament 434 plus-ends (half the total ends observed) would not be bound to Cdc12p. Super-resolution fluorescence 435 localization data showed that Cdc12p exists in nodes ~45 nm away from the membrane (14), but the broad 436 peak of filament-end to membrane distances observed by ECT (Fig. 7B) shows that the filament ends to the 437 left of the peak do not cluster at 45 nm. If the majority of filament ends were bound to Cdc12p, one would 438 expect to see a peak around this distance. For now, exactly how the ring is bound to the membrane remains 439 
Cell Synchronization, fluorescence imaging, and latrunculin A treatment 449
To maximize the probability of cryosectioning/FIB milling though actively constricting division septa, a 450 temperature sensitive mutant of S. pombe (cdc25-22 rlc1-3GFP) carrying a GFP-tagged regulatory light 451 chain of myosin II was used. First, colonies grown on YES-agar plates at the permissive temperature (22° 452 C) were harvested with a sterile loop and suspended in liquid YES media to an OD 600 ~ 0.1 and further 453 grown at the permissive temperature with 180 rpm shaking. The cells were grown for ~24 hours and kept 454 between OD 600 = 0.1-0.5. The synchronization process was initiated at OD 600 = 0.25 with transfer to the 455 restrictive temperature (36° C) for 3.5-4 hours with shaking. Once the OD doubled to 0.5 cells were 456 inspected by light microscopy to ensure that most cells had more than doubled in length due to stalled entry 457 into mitosis. At this point, the cells were shifted to the permissive temperature (22° C) and allowed to enter 458 mitosis. 459
460
To prepare samples for ECT, around 45 min after the cells entered mitosis they were screened by 461 epifluoresence microscopy on a Nikon Eclipse 90i microscope using a 100x oil objective (NA = 1.4) and a 462
Photometrics CoolSnap HQ2 CCD for the early formation of rings at the mid-cell. Cells were monitored 463 every 5-10 minutes until ~90% of cells contained intact rings that had begun to contract. Finally, ~5 ml of 464 synchronized culture was either pelleted at 4° C and placed on ice for high pressure freezing (HPF) or un-465 pelleted cells were directly plunge-frozen on EM grids. 466
467
To disrupt F-actin within dividing cells the same synchronization process was used, but during ring 468 constriction latrunculin A (LatA, molecular probes #L12370) was added to the culture to a final 469 concentration of 10 μM. Within 10 min the continuous fluorescent ring became fragmented into puncta 470 along the membrane around the mid-cell. Cells were then pelleted for HPF as described above. 471
Characterization of cytokinesis in the temperature-sensitive Cdc25 mutant 473
To ensure phenotypically normal cytokinesis in the temperature-sensitive cdc25-22 S. pombe mutant, we 474 synchronized cells expressing a GFP-tagged regulatory light chain of myosin (Rlc1-3GFP) and an 475 mCherry-tagged spindle pole protein (mCherry-Pcp1p) at the G2-M boundary. Transient inactivation of 476 mitotic inducer phosphatase Cdc25p is a commonly employed approach for synchronization (6, 8, 9) . After 477 release to permissive temperature, elongated cdc25-22 cells undergo phenotypically normal cytokinesis (SI 478 Appendix/ Fig. S1 ). Rlc1 formed a uniform ring like that of the wild-type cells (SI Appendix/ Fig. S1A ). 479
Ring assembly and ring constriction started at the onset and the end of spindle pole body (SPB) separation 480 (SI Appendix/ Fig. S1B ) respectively, similar to what occurs in wild-type cells (38). Though we did observe 481 a modest delay in AMR formation (SI Appendix/ Fig. S1C) , the time taken for completion of cytokinesis 482 was comparable to those of wild-type cells (SI Appendix/ Fig. S1D ). Importantly, our method of 483 synchronization had no significant impact on the velocity of ring constriction (SI Appendix/ Fig. S1E & F) . For cryosectioning, synchronized and LatA-treated S. pombe cdc25-22 rlc1-3GFP cells (OD 600 = 0.5) were 498 harvested (7197 ×g, 10 min), and the pellet was mixed with 40% dextran (w/v) in YES media. The samples 499 were transferred to brass planchettes and rapidly frozen in a HPM010 high-pressure freezing machine (Bal-500 Tec, Leica). Note that, the step of first transferring cells to the location of the high-pressure freezer, then 501 mixing cells with dextran, and finally loading a high pressure planchette took ~10-20 min. During this 502 period cells were kept on ice to slow down constriction and after cryopreservation was completed, unused 503 cells on ice were imaged again to ensure that continuous fluorescent rings were still visible. (We found that 504 precooling cells for 20 min on ice did not affect the ring's constriction rate measured by fluorescence 505 microscopy and the characteristics of the actin bundle revealed by ECT). Cryosectioning of the vitrified 506 samples was done as previously described (39, 40). Semi-thick (150-200 nm) cryosections were cut at 507 −145°C or −160°C with a 25° Cryodiamond knife (Diatome, Biel, Switzerland), transferred to grids 508 (continuous carbon-coated 200-mesh copper) and stored in liquid nitrogen. 509
510
For cryo-FIB milling, 4 μl of synchronized cdc25-22 rlc1-3GFP cells (OD 600 = 0.5) were applied to the 511 carbon surface of a freshly glow-discharged copper Quantifoil R2/2 EM grid. Grids were then blotted 512 manually, from the back, within the humidifying chamber (95%) of an FEI Mark IV Vitrobot by setting the 513 blot number to zero and using a large pair of forceps to insert a piece of Whatman #1 filter paper through 514 the open side port. 515 516 Plunge-frozen grids were then mounted in custom-modified Polara cartridges with channels milled through 517 the bottom, which allowed samples to be milled at a low angle of incidence (~10-12°) with respect to the 518 carbon surface. These modified cartridges were transferred into an FEI Versa 3D equipped with a Quorum 519 PP3010T Cryo-FIB/SEM preparation system. Samples were sputter coated with 20 nm of platinum prior to 520 milling to minimize curtaining and to protect the front edge of the sample during milling. Vitrified cells 521 lying approximately perpendicular to the FIB beam were located and lamellae (~12 μm wide and ~2 μm 522 thick) were rough-milled at the mid-cell with beam settings of 30 keV and 0.300 nA. A polishing mill at a 523 reduced current of 30 pA was then performed to bring the final thickness to 150-400 nm. Samples were 524 then removed from the scope while maintaining a temperature below -160°C and stored in liquid nitrogen. 525 526
Cryo-fluorescence light microscopy (Cryo-FLM) 527
Frozen grids with attached cryosections were loaded into Polara EM cartridges, transferred into a cryo-528 FLM stage (FEI Cryostage decribed in Nickell et al., 2006, modified to hold Polara EM cartridges as 529 described in (41)) and imaged on a Nikon Eclipse Ti inverted microscope using a 60× extra-long-working-530 distance air objective (Nikon CFI S Plan Fluor ELWD 60× NA 0.7 WD 2.62-1.8 mm) and an Andor CCD. 531
Focal stacks of each grid square covered by cryosectioned material were collected using the GFP filter set. 532
Pairs of fluorescent puncta (corresponding to the two sides of the septum) were located within the 533 cryosections and targeted for ECT after transfer to an FEI Tecnai F30 Polara TEM. Fluorescence images 534 were scaled to the electron micrographs, and then overlaid and registered using the whole-cell background 535 fluorescence from the cryosectioned cells. 536 537
Electron cryotomography (ECT) and image processing 538
Tilt-series of division septa in both cryosections and cryo-FIB milled lamellae were collected on an FEI 539 Tecnai F30 Polara TEM operating at 300 keV every one degree from -60 to +60° with a total dose of 140-540 180 electrons/Å 2 . 4k x 4x images were collected with a Gatan K2 Summit direct electron detector in 541 counting mode. Tilt-series were binned to pixel sizes of 1.2 and 0.9 nm/px depending on their original 542 magnification, and then reconstructed using the patch tracking method included in the IMOD image 543 processing suite (42). 544 545 Actin centerlines were computationally extracted using a template matching/tracing algorithm implemented 546 within the Amira image segmentation software (43). Before filament extraction, tomograms were denoised 547 using Nonlinear Anisotropic Diffusion filtering in IMOD. To segment the actin filaments, a 3.5 nm radius 548 surface was generated around the filament centerline to match the actual size of actin filaments. Division 549 septum membranes in each tomogram were hand segmented in Amira. Histograms of nearest distance 550 measurements between segmented filament surfaces and the septum membrane were generated by surface-551 to-surface measurements within Amira. Nearest neighbor distances between filaments were calculated from 552 the coordinates of the extracted filament centerlines using a custom script. 553 554
Actin Straightness 555
For each filament we calculated its contour length !"#$"%& (as traced by the actin-segmentation software 556 described above) and the length of a straight line connecting the two ends !"#!!"!!"# . Filament 557 straightness was then defined as the ratio !"#!!"!!"# / !"#$"%& . 558 559
Calculation of persistence length 560
Theoretically, the tangent correlation , where is the angle between the tangent vector at position 0 561 and the tangent vector at a distance along the filament, is defined as 562 = !!/! ! where ! is the filament's persistence length. This formula can be expressed as 563 = − / ! To calculate the persistence length of the segmented filaments, each filament was modeled as a chain of 564 beads with adjacent beads separated by 5 nm. Tangent correlation was then calculated along the 565 beads and was plotted vs to derive the persistence length ! . See SI Appendix/ Fig. S8A . 566 567 568
Calculation of ring diameter 569
The average diameter of our synchronized cells (4.5 μm, SD = 0.18 μm, N = 30) was measured from DIC 570 images collected on a Nikon Eclipse 90i microscope using a 100x oil objective (NA = 1.4) and a 571
Photometrics CoolSnap HQ2 CCD with a detector pixel size of 6.5 μm. For simplicity, the cell diameter 572 was assumed to be 4.5 µm for all cells imaged by ECT. By measuring the width of cell section = 2 (SI 573 Appendix/ Fig. S9) we could calculate the distance from the center to the section using the Pythagorean 574 theorem as following 575
where !"## was the radius of the cell. 576
Next, by measuring the distance = 2 between the two septal tips in the section we could calculate the 577 ring radius using the Pythagorean theorem: 578
Average filament length and number of filaments per ring 580
To calculate the average filament length we assume each tomogram was representative of the ring such that 581 the filaments were uniformly distributed around the ring. As a result, the ratio of filament length to the 582 number of ends was constant and equaled ! /2 for each filament of average length ! had two ends. By 583 calculating the total filament length !"# and total number of ends ! in the tomogram we derived the 584 average length as: 585
To calculate the total number of filaments in the ring !"# we calculated the density of filament ends in the 586 tomogram as ! / where was the tomogram thickness. As this density was assumed to be uniform, it 587 was theoretically equal to the ratio of the total number of ends in the ring 2 !"# to the ring length !"#$ , or 588
The total number of filaments in the ring was then calculated as: 589
